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NEW AND UNPUBLISHED DUET POETRY
Jen Walls and Dr. Ram Sharma
Duet Poets/Authors of OM santih santih santih

Lifting Love; Grow Free and Be - Duet Poetry
Poetry is a tallest peak, finding way for us to climb
discerning how we could see a pure vision of life.
Awakening in-flows to rise and pour us forth
traveling with subtle might of heavenly heights.
Poetry is the flowing Ganges - giving to live as grace
quenching all thirst, divine bliss gifts all knowledge.
Surrendering care for every wish that will become free
rolling Maa Ganga flows her sacred breaths to share.
Poetry is a glimpse of truth, rising air that's so fragrant
flying fast love's wings of mysticism and imagination.
Invoking light's magnificence – shine the diamond within
swirling mirrors go glimmering tears of stars' twinkling.
Poetry is a growing Banyan tree - giving refuge onto all
sheltering the tired mind with heart's infinite root of love.
Merging into a deepened silence with peace that's sung
gifting love's compassion, freely loving one as everything.
Poetry is an inside temple that’s shining as an earthly body
purifying emotions equally, sharing them all as blessings.
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Caring deeply for how we are to hear joy's flute playing on
touching spirit within soul - lifting love; grow free and be.

Love’s Universal Universe - Duet Poetry
Come now - we are returning
waking up inside of our waking dream
being fully awake in soul of living
Pace within heart's rhythmic core
kiss the flows in soul's breaths of air;
gliding love's heights – loving free to be
Being a Buddha [enlightening]
experiencing all bliss-peace within
heart's perennial nectar's are flowing
Gifts of eagle's wings - flight of liberation
beats within heart's synchronicity;
loving all with Mother Earth
We are really nothing physically
absolutely nothing at all
just love's giving – deep divine existence
Being one with stars, sky, sun, and earth
as one with oneness - within spirit's light
we'll become inseparable from the separate
Now for our becoming large from small
we're only to become our self in all;
Love's universal – universe
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